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Perspectives on Fed Communication Clarity
• “Never explain, never apologise. You are not here to tell us what to do, but
to explain to us why we have done it,” Governor Montagu Norman told
Henry Clay, the Bank’s first professional economist (1933).
• “…given the inconclusiveness of the theoretical arguments and the
presumption that government secrecy is inconsistent with the healthy
functioning of a democracy, further work is required to demonstrate that
central bank secrecy is socially beneficial. Marvin Goodfriend (1985).
• “Might not that lack of clarity [about Fed inflation targeting] destabilize
inflation expectations and facilitate the uncertainty so detrimental for
employment?” Marvin Goodfriend (2012).
• “Monetary policy is 98 percent talk and only two percent action.” Ben
Bernanke (2015).

Three aspects of Fed communication
• Fed communications can matter for three reasons:
1. Inform about the nature of the Fed’s “reaction function” (given the state of
the economy)
2. Inform the public about the Fed’s opinion about what the exogenous state
of the economy is.
3. Inform about Fed beliefs (even if incorrect) about the economy, which will
matter for its actions given its reaction function.
• How can we disentangle these three aspects of Fed news? A start is to examine
the combination of market outcomes created by the news, which may provide
hints about which of the three elements is most important for market
responses to Fed news.

Some simple positive economics questions
• Do Fed communications create news that affects markets?
• How do short-run effects differ from long-run effects?
• How do effects on various market indicators differ?
• Is there a natural interpretation of the combination of the various
effects of “Fed news” that can sort among the three possible channels
through which the Fed affects markets?
• Further question: If Fed news is partly about the state of the economy,
is it about first or second moments (e.g., point estimate of growth, or
risk state)?

First steps toward answering those questions
• Quantifying Fed news in a consistent way over time (and across
different policy regimes).
• Seeing how news affects markets over different time horizons.
• Considering the possible ways of interpreting that combination of
observed effects.
• At this point, we don’t have conclusive answers to the questions we are
posing, but we do have some suggestive facts to share.

12 Month-Ahead Forecasts of FX Returns Using Prattle (Calomiris and Mamaysky 2019)
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Fed Prattle and the VIX after 2007
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ECB Prattle and the VIX after 2007
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ECB Prattle and the VIX before 2007
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Panel: 12 Month-Ahead Forecasts of Prattle Using TR News (Calomiris, Harris, Mamaysky, Tessari 2020)
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Summary
• CB news can be measured through natural language processing of Fed language,
which reflects CB beliefs about the state of the economy and the implications of
that state for the financial markets and Fed actions.
• CB news largely communicates highly persistent facts for financial markets
(especially long-run FX returns, persisting changes in VIX).
• Either the market is very slow in understanding the meaning of Fed news
(unlikely), or Fed news is largely about the risk state, which has persistent
implications for FX returns and VIX.
• Fed news is slow to take into account changes in the risk state because it is not
employing new data science tools that would be useful (Sharpe et al. evidence
suggests some lagging in Fed forecasts may be intentional).
• Another twist on Goodfriend’s critique: Improvement in data collection and
enhanced clarity of communication would facilitate timely economic reactions to
the perceived risk state.

